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Average Gate Count

We saw a huge increase in Gate Count as students come to the library to prepare for finals.

April 2019 LibAnalytics Stats: 105 Entries Total

Our study in the MuM lab revealed local searches as we get more students using the MuM lab and thesis research.

Careful tracking on LibAnalytics shows that we have had more patron interactions this month than the same time last year.

Headcount

Lots of people studying in the library as we moved into Finals!

ILS Statistics: 2018/2019

We saw an increase in Loans and Renewals as the semester comes to a close. Most likely this is due to students checking out Course Reserves to study for finals and all users renewing their books for summer.

Newsletter Stats: Open Rate

Our monthly newsletters bring information about library events and resources to faculty and students in multiple disciplines.

In April we sent out Did You Know Newsletters on accessing and downloading e-books through Hathitrust and the advertising our Study in the Mudd event.

Did You Know Newsletter Open Rates

April 2019 Statistics
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